GRIFFIN

Butterfly Swingjoints

Griffin Pump & Equipment manufactures a complete line of accessories to aid in your wellpoint and
dewatering needs. From the wellpoint to the pump, Griffin Pump can supply the total system for you to
install and operate your wellpoint system.

SWINGJOINTS

Griffin Pump & Equipment Butterfly swingjoints are designed top operate under vacuum in a wellpoint system to connect the riser to
the header. The Griffin Butterfly Swingjoints are made up of a plastic/PVC construction to make them inert to most environments.
They are constructed of a flexible, yet reinforced hose to allow ease of installation
while maintaining durability in the field. They include a clear elbow to see the flow
through the system. This combined with the unique butterfly valve, allows the system
to be tuned to monitor and maintain the vacuum level on the system. Because of the
ease of use of the valve, adjustment in the field is very easy to accomplish and can be
done in a minimal amount of time, without the need for any special tools.
The swingjoint is designed to fit in classic Griffin Speedfast 1-1/2” saddles in existing
header or to be used with the new Griffin Header Grommet and Griffin Header Plug
System. The elbow is designed to maintain smooth flow through the swing as well
as offer a clear view of the flow condition from the wellpoint to the header. The large
diameter elbow and hose allows for greater volumes of effluent. The elbow is designed
with a durable over-molded gasket to inset into the saddle and riser to provide long-term
service without having to change O-rings and providing a positive sealing surface.
Griffin can also supply grommets to be field installed as well as individual components.

Part Number: 79-0-002-0015
Nominal Diameter: 1.5”
Standard Length: 3’
Weight: 2.25 lbs.
Vacuum Rating: 30”
In the interest of product improvement, specifications may change without notice.
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